AVES® corded reusable ear plug with woven nylon cord. Designed to be used over and over again, with maintained comfort and effectiveness. Has 27NRR/32SNR

**CORDED EAR PLUGS AV-511**

**Article No.: 2474AV496**

AVES® corded reusable ear plug with woven nylon cord. Designed to be used over and over again, with maintained comfort and effectiveness. Has 27NRR/32SNR

**DESCRIPTION**

- Contoured 4-flange design puts more material in contact with ear canal and provides all-day comfort.
- Built-in, firm handle allows user to direct the angle of insertion, adapting to each ear canal.
- Advanced non-allergenic polymer material is non-irritating, resistant to ear wax and body oils; outlasts PVC ear plugs.
- Wash and reuse for several weeks without losing its attenuation and effectiveness.
- Safety Orange color makes inspection easy and ensures ear plugs are being worn.
- Universal size, self-contours to fit virtually any shape of ear canal, accommodates diverse workforce to simplify inventory control.

**ANSI S3-19-1974 27dB NRR**

**CE EN-352 2-2:2002 32 dB SNR**

**Also Available With Case & Chain**

**AV-512**

Article No.: 2474AV497

50 Pair/Box

10 Box/Case

**OTHER KEY FEATURES**

- AV-511 ear plugs are packaged in sealed polybags and dispenser type box.
- Available Color: Orange
- Packaging: 100 Pair/Box, 10 Box/Case